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The Crocodile is a walking aid for children 
with special needs, who need supplementary 
assistance with their daily walking
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Crocodile is pure design in the literal sense of the 
word. Placed behind the child, the frame allows 
freedom of movement and facilitates walking in the 
upright position. The adjustable handles can be 
individually adapted to a position conveniently close 
to the child’s body providing maximum support and 
stability. 

The Crocodile is light, easy to dismantle and safe and 
easy to use. A large group of children can use the 
Crocodile as a basic posterior gait trainer for the child 
who needs minimal support, or as a fully supported 
upright gait trainer with all of the accessories added.

The Crocodile is available in three sizes and suitable 
for children between the ages of 2 to 18 years.

Height adjustable top frame
Easy to adjust the height without using any tools

Multi-adjustable handles
Allows you to grow in width as well as in height. Positioning the grips close to 
the body gives better support and a better walking position

On/off anti-reverse wheel stops
Prevents the unit from rolling backwards. It is very easy to lock/unlock once 
walking skills improve. The anti-reverse wheel stops are used for children 
with less balance and control

Foldable frame
Makes storage and transporting the Crocodile easy

10½-271/4  ” 151/4  -39½” max.70¾” max.1761/4  lb
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Standard
As standard the Crocodile is delivered with handles, lockable wheels, anti roll back and tension adjustment on rear wheels

Frame color
Available in different colors 

Yellow
for size 1

Orange
for size 2

Metalic black
for size 2

Metallic grey
for size 3

Wheels Wheel stop
The unique on/off anti-reverse wheel stops are very easy to lock and unlock

Tension adjustable 
back wheels

Front wheels with 
directional stabilizer

UnlockedLocked
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Measurements
Size 1 Size 2 Size 3

cm (inch) cm (inch) cm (inch)

Width between handles (J) 27-55 (101/2   -211/2   ”) 32-60 (121/2   - 231/2   ”) 35-69 (131/2   - 271/4  ”)

Height from floor to handles (K) 39-70 (151/4   -271/4  ”) 55-88 (211/2   -341/4  ”) 70-100 (271/2   -391/4 ”)

Width, max (G) 62 (24”) 69 (27”) 69 (271/4  ”)

Length (H) 72 (28”) 84 (323/4 ”) 87 (341/4   ”)

Frame height (I) 49-66 (19-253/4   ”) 65-82 (251/4   -32”) 77 (301/4  ”)

Length, folded 72 (28”) 86 (331/2  ”) 100 (391/2 ”)

Height, folded 31 (12”) 27 (101/2  ”) 29 (111/2  ”)

Weight, standard 5,5 kg (12 lb) 6,5 kg (14 lb) 12 kg (261/2    lb)

User height, maximum 115 (443/4   ”) 150 (581/2  ”) 180 (71”)

User weight, maximum 30 kg (66 lb) 45 kg (99 lb) 80 kg (1761/4   lb)

Turning radius 75 (29½”) 77 (301/4   ”) 90 (351/2  ”)
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ACCESSORIES

Hand brakes
86834

Efficient brake for stopping/

parking

86834 For size 1-2

86873 For size 3

Forearm support with 
handgrip
8681x 

Positions the child’s arms

size measurements

1 Cushion L:5¾ x W:3” 

2 Cushion L:7 x W:4”

Back and side support, 
Gator
8680x

Provides lateral hip support

size measurements

small H:3½ x W:3”

large H:7 x W:4”

Cross bar
86880

For mounting accessories. Only 

available for Crocodile size 3

One size

Back support
86816

Helps to stabilize the pelvis

size measurements

one H:41/4  x W:7”

Strap for side supports
SN4016

For added safety when walking

size measurements

one L:14¾-18½”

Hip supports
86819

Provide lateral support 

for the child

size measurements

one H:3 x W:7½”

Back support, adjustable
86886

Only available for size 3. 

Mounted on the cross bar

one W:9½-11½ x H:7”

Flip down seat
8682x

Provides a resting position that a 

child can use when fatigued. Can 

be flipped up when walking

size measurements

1-2 W:11¾ x D:4¾ cm

Height above floor: 11½/16¾ cm

3 W:141/4    x D:6½”

Height above floor: 22”

Sling seat
8682x

Provides partial weight 

bearing support

size measurements

1 Waist: 23½”

2 Waist: 271/4 ”

Bag
86839

For transporting books etc.

One size

Handle knobs
86861

One size
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Bag
86843

For transporting books etc. For 

size 3

One size

Anti-tips, swing-away
Extra safety to prevent the 

Crocodile from tipping

86815 For size 1-2

86815-3S For size 3

Anti-tips, fixed
Extra safety to prevent the 

Crocodile from tipping

86815-F For size 1-2

86815-3F For size 3


